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1.

Purpose and Background
This Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (PIRMP) has been developed in
accordance with the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) and
associated Protection of the Environment Legislation Amendment Act 2011 (POELA Act). This
document is to be read in conjunction with the sections of the Australian Amalgamated
Terminals (AAT) PIRMP relevant to Berth 103.
The Protection of the Environment Legislation Amendment Act 2011 (POELA Act) was
introduced resulting in changes to the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
(POEO Act). The intent of the POELA Act is to improve the way pollution incidents are reported
and managed. Provisions include a requirement for holders of Environmental Protection
Licences (EPLs) to prepare, keep, test and implement a Pollution Incident Response
Management Plan (PIRMP).
This PIRMP has been developed to satisfy pollution reporting obligations under the POEO Act.
This plan outlines the classification, testing, reporting, and management requirements of an
environmental pollution incident. The objectives of this plan is to ensure an environmental
pollution incident is communicated to all relevant groups and individuals, to prevent, minimise
and control the risk of an environmental pollution incident, and also, appropriately establish and
maintain the plan.
This document has been designed as a reference to existing emergency response plans and
other relevant procedures. It also details additional supplementary site specific information as
required under the POEO legislation, in respect to the relevant Environment Protection Licence
(See attached at Appendix 1).

2.

Scope
This PIRMP covers all of activities/operations on the Quattro Ports Port Kembla Grain Terminal
(PKGT) site, as outlined in the site map provided in Appendix 2.

3.

Regulatory Requirements
The specific requirements for PIRMPs are set out in Part 5.7A of the POEO Act and the
Protection of the Environment Operations (General) Regulation 2009 (POEO(G) Regulation). In
summary, this legislation requires the following:
•

All holders of EPLs must prepare a pollution incident response management plan
(section 153A, POEO Act);

•

The plan must include the information detailed in the POEO Act (section 153C) and the
POEO(G) Regulation (clause 98C) and be in the form required by the POEO(G)
Regulation (clause 98B);

•

Licensees must keep the plan at the premises to which the EPL relates (section 153D,
POEO Act);
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4.

•

Licensees must test the plan in accordance with the POEO(G) (at least every 12 months
and after a pollution incident) in accordance with the POEO(G) Regulation (clause 98E);
and

•

If a pollution incident occurs in the course of an activity so that material harm to the
environment is caused or threatened, licensees must immediately implement the plan
(section 153F, POEO Act).

Stakeholders
Quattro Ports PKGT resides on land owned by NSW Ports. Some of this land, for example Lot
303 Tom Thumb Road Port Kembla, is leased to AAT and then sub-leased to Quattro Ports.
Quattro Ports will engage service providers to undertake activities on the site, including
maintenance and stevedoring.

5.

Definition of a Pollution Incident
A pollution incident “means an incident or set of circumstances during or as a consequence of
which there is likely to be a leak, spill or other escape or deposit of a substance, as a result of
which pollution has occurred, is occurring or is likely to occur. It includes an incident or set of
circumstances in which a substance has been placed or disposed of on a premises, but it does
not include an incident or set of circumstances involving only the emission of any noise.”
A pollution incident is required to be notified if there is a risk of ‘material harm to the
environment’ (refer section 147 of the POEO Act) and industry is required to report pollution
incidents immediately to the EPA, NSW Health, Fire and Rescue NSW, WorkCover NSW and
the local council.

6.

Environmental Protection Licence (EPL)
Quattro Ports PKGT holds an EPL for the Scheduled Activity – Shipping in Bulk. The EPL
number is 20532 and is attached in Appendix 1.

7.

General Description of Main Terminal Functions
A site layout showing all of the main Quattro Ports PKGT terminal functions is provided in
Appendix 2.

7.1

Rail Receival
The Rail Unloading Facility is located at the main AAT Terminal and accommodates trains of up
to 40 bottom dump rail wagons with some shunting required to position all wagons in the facility
for dumping. Access to clean the hopper and transfer system between train headings is
necessary as the facility handles different products and cross contamination of products is not
be acceptable. After a sample analyser measures grain quality including protein, moisture and
falling number. Grain is then elevated from the rail hopper(s) and transferred to the overland belt
conveyor system.
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7.2

Overland Transfer Conveyer System
The Overland Transfer Conveyer System is an elevated belt conveyer network transferring grain
from the Rail Unloading Facility at AAT’s main terminal to the Grain Storage Area – a distance
of approximately 700m.
All conveyers have a southern side walkway as a minimum (for ease of cleaning and inspection
during operations and maintenance) and all conveyors and conveyer transfer points are covered
to prevent spillage, dust emissions and weather ingress. Sections of the conveyer system
include over belt magnets for the removal of foreign metal matter from the product.
The overland transfer conveyer system feeds into a batch weigh tower to in-weigh all grain into
silo storage.

7.3

Road Receival
The Road Receiving Facility caters for B-Double trailers with a grain capacity of approximately
44 tonnes per vehicle. After the weighbridge station, sampling is undertaken before grain is
tipped into the road dump hopper. As for the Rail Unloading Facility, the Road Receiving Facility
has ample access to clean the hopper and transfer system to prevent cross contamination of
products and a static screen and magnet is installed to remove foreign matter from the product.
Grain from the road hopper(s) is transferred to silo storage via the southern reclaim belt.

7.4

Silo Storage

7.4.1

Staging Silos
The nine staging silos are fed via in-feed fixed transfer conveyers and reclaimed to the
respective reclaim belt conveyers during shiploading or internal transfer. The staging silos are
fitted with fumigation and aeration equipment (as well as blending capability). Discharge from
the staging silos is facilitated by the conical base of each silo.

7.4.2

Main Silos
The eight main silos are fed via in-feed fixed transfer conveyers and reclaimed to the respective
reclaim belt conveyers during shiploading or internal transfer. The main silos are fitted with
fumigation and aeration equipment. A discharge floor sweep system is used to ensure the flat
bottom of the main silos are sufficiently emptied during discharge.

7.5

Shiploading
After passing through the out-weigh tower, grain is transferred onto a set of link conveyers that
link the outload system to the portable shiploader where grain is elevated up to the boom that
reaches out over the vessel hold. The shrouded chute on the end of the boom is extendable all
the way to the bottom of the ships hold and ensures that the grain is covered through the duration
of the loading process. The shroud is also connected to a dust extraction system and the
negative pressure in the shroud drags dust back up through the system rather than pushing it
out the end of the chute.
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7.6

Fumigation
Fumigation is required from time to time at the PKGT based on the requirements of the export
permit or if the grain be infested with insects/bugs. The fumigation process, including ventilation,
takes some time to ensure boundary methyl bromide ground level concentration does not
exceed boundary limits.

7.7

Ancillary Functions
Ancillary activities are undertaken at the following locations within the Quattro Ports Grain
Terminal:
Office – includes the terminal control room and accommodates up to six management and
admin staff.
Laboratory – automatically receive samples from inbound rail and road grain deliveries. The
laboratory contains sampling carousels, sampling tables and testing areas and is located
adjacent to the elevator tower.
Weighbridge – is situated just outside the office and weighs both inbound and outbound grain
b-doubles trucks.
Cargo Shed – is used to store imported bulk cargo or plant & equipment. The cargo shed can
be weather sealed by closing all ten roller doors; and
Workshop and Sample Containers – are located adjacent to the Laboratory and are used
predominately for the storage of equipment, tools, parts and samples.
There is not a dedicated wash bay on site.

8.

Description & Likelihood of Hazards and Pre-emptive Actions
Safety, Health & Environment Hazards are diligently managed and administered at the Quattro
Ports PKGT using a Computerised Management System called MyOsh.
Appendix 3 Lists the Quattro Ports PKGT Safety, Health & Environment impacts as at the time
of publication of this PIRMP. The likelihood & consequence (risk) and the pre-emptive or
preventative actions to minimise or prevent any risk of harm to human health or the environment
are also listed. Table 1 lists the conditions or events that may increase the likelihood of these
impacts from occurring.
A Fumigation Trigger Action Response Management Plan (TARMP) details the actions taken
by Quattro Ports (automated and manual intervention) as a response to fumigation sample
results during silo purging. The TARMP is attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 9 (Refer
Fumigation Trigger Action Response Management Plan (TARMP) QP-PKGT-E-PN-02.FT-01).
With regards to potential water contamination via stormwater discharge, relevant maps
indicating stormwater discharge points are provided in Appendix 4.
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Impact
Airborne grain dust
Methyl bromide emissions >
target

Conditions / Events that may increase likelihood
High winds, product with high dust content,
ineffective dust control
Low winds, ineffective maintenance, human error

Polluted waters

Extreme weather conditions

Noise emissions

Ineffective maintenance

Airborne odour
Waste generation

Irregular hygiene
Ineffective recycling program

Table 1 – Conditions/Events that may increase the likelihood of Environmental Impacts
from occurring

9.

Inventory of Potential Pollutants
Quattro Ports has a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) register within its Safety, Health, Environment and
Quality Management System (refer QP-PKGT-S-RG-02 Safety Data Sheet Register) for
detailing the Quattro Ports PKGT potential pollutants. A copy of the SDS Register, current at the
time of publication, is attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 5. Details of the location of the
potential pollutants are also provided.
Additionally, the following list details the major potential pollutant groups and how they are
managed on site.
Waste Oil: All Waste Oil generated is stored in drums in a bunded area and recyclyed in
accordance with the Quattro Ports Waste Management Register QP-PKGT-E-RG-01.
Waste Grain (as grain or dust): All Waste Grain generated is collected in designated bins and
recycled in accordance with the Quattro Ports Waste Management Register QP-PKGT-E-RG01.
Stormwater: Stormwater is processed through a triple interceptor before clean water is
discharged to the harbour.
Wash down water: All wash down of equipment is done on clean, hard surfaces behind bunding
to prevent contamination to drains.
These major potential pollutant groups as well as the surrounding area likely to be affected by
a pollution incident are shown in Appendix 10.

10. Safety Equipment
Safety Equipment used to minimise the risks to human health or the environment and
importantly to control or contain a pollution incident is identified on the Quattro Ports PKGT Site
Map (refer QP-PKGT-S-PN-02.PN-01 Quattro Ports PKGT Site Map, a copy of which is current
at the time of publication, is attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 6). Additional Safety Equipment
is listed in Table 2.
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Safety Equipment Item

Site Location

PPE:

Main Office

•
•
•
•

Safety Helmets
Safety Glasses
Safety Vests
Respirators
Gas Monitors

Main Office, Sample Lab

Scissor Lift

West side of Cargo Shed

Bobcat

West side of Cargo Shed

Front End Loader

Cargo Shed

Rope Booms

West side of Cargo Shed

Shovels, Brooms, Pool
Scoop

Equipment Container

Table 2 – Inventory of Additional Safety Equipment

11. Contact Details and Communicating with Neighbours
Table 3 lists the Quattro Ports personnel who are responsible for activating and coordinating
this plan:
Key Contact

Role

Function

Contact Details

Shift Supervisor

Terminal Emergency
Coordinator (TEC)

Activate the plan

0497 075 821

Terminal Manager – assist

Notify Authorities
and Regulators,
notify neighbours,
stakeholders

0429 075 297

Operations Manager
(delegated Terminal
Manager)

As for Terminal
Manager

0421 584 468

Dene Ladmore

Frank Chiodi

Notify first
responders

Table 3 – Quattro Ports Key Personnel
An Emergency Contact List inclusive of 24hr Quattro Port’s responsible person/s, neighbours
and external agencies is used by Quattro Ports in the case of an emergency event. A copy of
the list, current at the time of publication, is attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 7 (Refer
Emergency Contact List QP-PKGT-S-PN-02.FM-01).
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Due to the industrial location of the facility and significant distance from residential areas
(approx. 1.5km), Quattro Ports does not believe its operations pose a significant pollution risk to
local residential communities. In the event of a localised incident, Quattro Port’s industrial
neighbours, for example, Port Kembla Coal Terminal (PKCT) will be contacted by telephone or
email in accordance with the Emergency Contact List. Regular updates will be provided by the
Terminal Manager.

12. Minimising Harm to Persons
QP-PKGT-S-PN-02 Emergency & Evacuation Plan details the evacuation arrangements to be
initiated to minimise the harm to any persons on the premises should an incident occur. A copy
of QP-PKGT-S-PN-02 Emergency & Evacuation Plan, current at the time of publication, is
attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 8.

13. Actions to be taken during or immediately after a Pollution
Incident
QP-PKGT-S-PN-02 Emergency & Evacuation Plan details the emergency actions to be initiated
to reduce or control any pollution. A copy of QP-PKGT-S-PN-02 Emergency & Evacuation Plan,
current at the time of publication, is attached to this PIRMP as Appendix 8.
A Quattro Ports employee will, as soon as practicable after it becomes aware of a pollution
incident, notify the NSW EPA of the incident (Refer Emergency Contact List QP-PKGT-S-PN02.FM-01) and all relevant information about it, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the time, date, nature, duration and location of the incident,
the location of the place where pollution is occurring or is likely to occur
the nature, the estimated quantity or volume and the concentration of any pollutants
involved,
the circumstances in which the incident occurred (including the cause of the incident, if
known),
the action taken or proposed to be taken to deal with the incident and any resulting
pollution or threatened pollution, and
other relevant information, as required.

14. Staff Training
Quattro Port’s employees, contractors and visitors are provided with a level of Environmental
Awareness Training consistent with the needs of their roles within Quattro Ports PKGT.
Examples of training forums include toolbox talks (daily), staff training days (annual), and
undertaking simulated incident exercises, including with external emergency services (annual).
Training is provided so that all personnel understand their roles in relation to a pollution incident
to minimise the harm to human health and the environment. Records are maintained in the
Quattro Ports SHEQ Management System of all training undertaken.
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15. Making this Plan Available
A copy of the most up to date PIRMP is available:
•
•

In the Quattro Ports PKGT main office;
On the Quattro Ports website www.quattroports.com.au.

16. Testing and Maintenance of this Plan
This PIRMP is tested annually in the form of:
1) a desktop or practical exercise to ensure the information it contains is both accurate and up
to date, and that it is capable of being implemented in a workable and effective manner. The
outcomes of all exercises are recorded in MyOsh; or
2) a desktop review of this plan – either internally, or with relevant stakeholders (for example,
EPA)
This Plan will also be reviewed in the event of an incident, change to process or audit finding.
The Plan will be maintained in accordance with the Quattro Ports Document Control and Record
Keeping procedure QP-Q-PR-01.
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Appendix 1. Quattro Ports Environmental Protection Licence # 20532
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Section 55 Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

Environment Protection Licence
Licence - 20532

Licence Details
Number:
Anniversary Date:

20532
22-December

Licensee

QUATTRO P RE SERVICES PTY LTD
PO BOX 6063
WOLLONGONG DC NSW 2500
Premises

INNER HARBOUR PORT KEMBLA
TOM THUMB ROAD
PORT KEMBLA NSW 2505
Scheduled Activity
Shipping in bulk

Fee Based Activity

Scale

Shipping in bulk

> 500000 T of annual capacity to
load and unload

Region

Metropolitan - Illawarra
Level 3, NSW Govt Offices, 84 Crown Street
WOLLONGONG NSW 2500
Phone: (02) 4224 4100
Fax: (02) 4224 4110
PO Box 513
WOLLONGONG EAST NSW 2520
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Information about this licence
Dictionary
A definition of terms used in the licence can be found in the dictionary at the end of this licence.

Responsibilities of licensee
Separate to the requirements of this licence, general obligations of licensees are set out in the Protection of
the Environment Operations Act 1997 (“the Act”) and the Regulations made under the Act. These include
obligations to:




ensure persons associated with you comply with this licence, as set out in section 64 of the Act;
control the pollution of waters and the pollution of air (see for example sections 120 - 132 of the Act);
report incidents causing or threatening material environmental harm to the environment, as set out in
Part 5.7 of the Act.

Variation of licence conditions
The licence holder can apply to vary the conditions of this licence. An application form for this purpose is
available from the EPA.
The EPA may also vary the conditions of the licence at any time by written notice without an application
being made.
Where a licence has been granted in relation to development which was assessed under the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in accordance with the procedures applying to integrated development,
the EPA may not impose conditions which are inconsistent with the development consent conditions until
the licence is first reviewed under Part 3.6 of the Act.

Duration of licence
This licence will remain in force until the licence is surrendered by the licence holder or until it is suspended
or revoked by the EPA or the Minister. A licence may only be surrendered with the written approval of the
EPA.

Licence review
The Act requires that the EPA review your licence at least every 5 years after the issue of the licence, as set
out in Part 3.6 and Schedule 5 of the Act. You will receive advance notice of the licence review.

Fees and annual return to be sent to the EPA
For each licence fee period you must pay:



an administrative fee; and
a load-based fee (if applicable).

Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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The EPA publication “A Guide to Licensing” contains information about how to calculate your licence fees.
The licence requires that an Annual Return, comprising a Statement of Compliance and a summary of
any monitoring required by the licence (including the recording of complaints), be submitted to the EPA.
The Annual Return must be submitted within 60 days after the end of each reporting period. See condition
R1 regarding the Annual Return reporting requirements.
Usually the licence fee period is the same as the reporting period.
Transfer of licence
The licence holder can apply to transfer the licence to another person. An application form for this purpose
is available from the EPA.
Public register and access to monitoring data
Part 9.5 of the Act requires the EPA to keep a public register of details and decisions of the EPA in relation
to, for example:

licence applications;

licence conditions and variations;

statements of compliance;

load based licensing information; and

load reduction agreements.
Under s320 of the Act application can be made to the EPA for access to monitoring data which has been
submitted to the EPA by licensees.

This licence is issued to:
QUATTRO P RE SERVICES PTY LTD
PO BOX 6063
WOLLONGONG DC NSW 2500

subject to the conditions which follow.
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1

Administrative Conditions

A1

What the licence authorises and regulates

A1.1

This licence regulates water pollution resulting from the activity/ies specified below carried out at the
premises specified in A2.

A1.2

Fee Based Activity

Scale

Shipping in bulk

> 500000.00 T of annual capacity to load
and unload

This licence authorises the carrying out of the scheduled activities listed below at the premises specified
in A2. The activities are listed according to their scheduled activity classification, fee-based activity
classification and the scale of the operation.
Unless otherwise further restricted by a condition of this licence, the scale at which the activity is carried
out must not exceed the maximum scale specified in this condition.

Scheduled Activity

Fee Based Activity

Scale

Shipping in bulk

Shipping in bulk

> 500000 T of annual
capacity to load and
unload

A2

Premises or plant to which this licence applies

A2.1

The licence applies to the following premises:

Premises Details
INNER HARBOUR PORT KEMBLA
TOM THUMB ROAD
PORT KEMBLA
NSW 2505
PART LOT 10 DP 1127287, LOT 122 DP 1128397, PART LOT 301 DP
1148391, PART LOT 302 DP 1148391, PART LOT 303 DP 1148391, PART
LOT 81 DP 1170187, PART LOT 12 DP 1182111, PART LOT 70 DP 1182824
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THE PREMISES INCLUDES PART LOT 303 DP 1148391 MARKED AS
‘QUATTRO EPL’ IN GREEN ON THE SITE DRAWING TITLED ‘TIME SHARE
ARRANGEMENT OF QUATTRO PORTS AND AAT’ AND DATED 23
SEPTEMBER 2015.
THE PREMISES INCLUDES LOT 122 DP 1128397 AND PART LOT 70 DP
1182824 MARKED AS ‘QUATTRO EPL’ IN GREEN ON THE SITE DRAWING
TITLED ‘TIME SHARE ARRANGEMENT OF QUATTRO PORTS AND AAT’
WHEN A VESSEL ASSOCIATED WITH THE LICENSEE IS LOCATED WITHIN
THE GREEN AREA OR ANY PART OF THE MOBILE CONVEYOR IS
LOCATED WITHIN THE GREEN AREA.
THE PREMISES ALSO INCLUDES THE 'TRAIN UNLOADING,’ 'RAIL SWITCH
ROOM,' 'CONVEYOR BC001,’ ELEVATOR EL001,' TRANSFER TOWER TT1,’
‘CONVEYOR BC002,’ ‘TRANSFER TOWER TT2,’ ‘CONVEYOR BC003’
‘TRANSFER TOWER TT3,’ ‘CONVEYOR BC004,’ 'SHIPPING GANTRY TO
LOAD OUT BIN’ AND ‘EXISTING BUILDING METAL WAREHOUSE’ ON THE
SITE DRAWING TITLED ‘PORT KEMBLA GRAIN TERMINAL TOM THUMB
ROAD, INNER HARBOUR CDC5 PACKAGE' AND DATED 10 JUNE 2015.

A2.2

The premises location is shown on the map below.
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A3

Information supplied to the EPA

A3.1

Works and activities must be carried out in accordance with the proposal contained in the licence
application, except as expressly provided by a condition of this licence.
In this condition the reference to "the licence application" includes a reference to:
a) the applications for any licences (including former pollution control approvals) which this licence
replaces under the Protection of the Environment Operations (Savings and Transitional) Regulation 1998;
and
b) the licence information form provided by the licensee to the EPA to assist the EPA in connection with
the issuing of this licence.

2

Discharges to Air and Water and Applications to
Land

P1

Location of monitoring/discharge points and areas

P1.1

The following points referred to in the table below are identified in this licence for the purposes of
monitoring and/or the setting of limits for the emission of pollutants to the air from the point.

Air
EPA identification no.

Type of Monitoring
Point

1

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

2

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

3

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

4

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

5

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

6

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Environment Protection Authority - NSW
Licence version date:
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Type of Discharge
Point

Location Description
CL101
2060T bulk storage silo
E 306708
N 6185854
CL102
2330T bulk storage silo
E 306712
N 6185855
CL103
2330T bulk storage silo
E 306751
N 6185852
CL104
10000T bulk storage silo
E 306777
N 6185853
CL105
10000T bulk storage silo
E 306813
N 6185863
CL201
2190T bulk storage silo
E 306749
N 6185843
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7

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

8

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

9

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

10

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

Discharge to air
Air emissions monitoring

11

Meteorological Station

CL202
2190T bulk storage silo
E 306783
N 6185831
CL203
2190T bulk storage silo
E 306786
N 6185822
CL304
10000T bulk storage silo
E 306828
N 6185820
CL305
10000T bulk storage silo
E 306856
N 6185822
Lot 303 DP 1148391

3

Limit Conditions

L1

Pollution of waters

L1.1

Except as may be expressly provided in any other condition of this licence, the licensee must comply with
section 120 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.

L2

Concentration limits

L2.1

Point 1,2,3,6,7,8

L2.2

Pollutant

Units of Measure

100 percentile mass limit

Averaging period

Methyl Bromide

grams per second

0.55

1-hour

Phosphine

grams per second

0.0048

1-hour

Pollutant

Units of Measure

100 percentile mass limit

Averaging period

Methyl Bromide

grams per second

0.75

1-hour

Phosphine

grams per second

0.0075

1-hour

Point 4,5,9,10

L2.3

The maximum number of grain silos ventilating either Methyl Bromide or Phosphine at any one time must
not exceed one.

L2.4

If the maximum emission rate of Methyl Bromide or Phosphine from any one vent stack during ventilation
exceeds the limit specified in Condition L2.1 or Condition L2.2, the licensee must notify the EPA in writing

Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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within 7 days of the exceedance. The licensee must provide written details of the nature of the emission
scenario and an assessment of probable off site ground level concentrations caused by the exceedance.
L2.5

The minimum velocity during ventilation must not be less than
Points 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8
· 11 metres per second for ventilation of methyl bromide
· 11 metres per second for ventilation of phosphine
Points 4, 5, 9, 10
· 12 metres per second for ventilation of methyl bromide
· 16 metres per second for ventilation of phosphine

L3

Potentially offensive odour

L3.1

No condition of this licence identifies a potentially offensive odour for the purposes of Section 129 of the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.

L3.2

The licensee must not cause or permit the emission of offensive odour beyond the boundary of the
premises.

Note: Section 129 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, provides that the licensee must
not cause or permit the emission of any offensive odour from the premises but provides a defence if the
emission is identified in the relevant environment protection licence as a potentially offensive odour and
the odour was emitted in accordance with the conditions of a licence directed at minimising odour.

4

Operating Conditions

O1

Activities must be carried out in a competent manner

O1.1 Licensed activities must be carried out in a competent manner.
This includes:
a) the processing, handling, movement and storage of materials and substances used to carry out the
activity; and
b) the treatment, storage, processing, reprocessing, transport and disposal of waste generated by the
activity.

O2

Maintenance of plant and equipment

O2.1 All plant and equipment installed at the premises or used in connection with the licensed activity:
a) must be maintained in a proper and efficient condition; and
b) must be operated in a proper and efficient manner.

O3

Dust

O3.1 All operations and activities occurring at the premises must be carried out in a manner that will minimise
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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the emission of dust from the premises.
O3.2 All sealed surfaces intended to carry vehicular traffic must be kept clean at all times. Spillages of grain
onto sealed roads or other areas as a result of delivery, export or handling must be immediately cleaned
up.
O3.3 Dust extraction systems must be operated after the conveying plant is shut down to ensure that all ducting
is clear, all bag filters are clean and all dust handling systems are empty.

O4

Processes and management
Bunding

O4.1 All drums, containers and above ground storage tanks containing material that is likely to cause
environmental harm must be placed inside an impervious bunded area, otherwise an alternative spill
containment system must be in place.
Fumigation

O4.2 The licensee must not ventilate Methyl Bromide or Phosphine from any one vent stack when:
a) Wind Speed at Point 11 is less than 2 metres per second; and
b) The holder of Environment Protection Licence Number 3693 is in the initial purge phase.

Note: The initial purge phase as specified in Condition O4.2b) means the initial seven hours of ventilation of
Methyl Bromide or Phosphine from any one vent stack at the premises to which Environment Protection
Licence Number 3693 applies.
O4.3 If the operational limits specified in Condition O4.2 are not complied with at any time, the licensee must
notify the EPA in writing within 7 days of the non-compliance. The licensee must provide written details of
the nature of the non-compliance and an assessment of probable off site ground level concentrations
caused by the non-compliance.

5

Monitoring and Recording Conditions

M1

Monitoring records

M1.1 The results of any monitoring required to be conducted by this licence or a load calculation protocol must
be recorded and retained as set out in this condition.
M1.2 All records required to be kept by this licence must be:
a) in a legible form, or in a form that can readily be reduced to a legible form;
b) kept for at least 4 years after the monitoring or event to which they relate took place; and
c) produced in a legible form to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see them.
M1.3 The following records must be kept in respect of any samples required to be collected for the purposes of
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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this licence:
a) the date(s) on which the sample was taken;
b) the time(s) at which the sample was collected;
c) the point at which the sample was taken; and
d) the name of the person who collected the sample.

M2

Requirement to monitor concentration of pollutants discharged

M2.1 Point 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

M3

Pollutant

Units of Measure

Frequency

Sampling Method

Methyl Bromide

grams per second

12 minutes

Uniphos MBR sensor

Phosphine

grams per second

12 minutes

Uniphos Ph sensor

Weather monitoring

M3.1 Point 11

Parameter

Units of Measure

Averaging Period

Frequency

Sampling Method

Wind Direction

degrees

12 minutes

Continuous

AM-2 & AM-4

Wind Speed

metres per second

12 minutes

Continuous

AM-2 & AM-4

Note: The requirement to monitor Wind Direction and Wind Speed as specified in Condition M3.1 does not
apply until such time as the fumigation system is commissioned.

M4

Recording of pollution complaints

M4.1 The licensee must keep a legible record of all complaints made to the licensee or any employee or agent
of the licensee in relation to pollution arising from any activity to which this licence applies.
M4.2 The record must include details of the following:
a) the date and time of the complaint;
b) the method by which the complaint was made;
c) any personal details of the complainant which were provided by the complainant or, if no such details
were provided, a note to that effect;
d) the nature of the complaint;
e) the action taken by the licensee in relation to the complaint, including any follow-up contact with the
complainant; and
f) if no action was taken by the licensee, the reasons why no action was taken.
M4.3 The record of a complaint must be kept for at least 4 years after the complaint was made.
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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M4.4 The record must be produced to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see them.

M5

Telephone complaints line

M5.1 The licensee must operate during its operating hours a telephone complaints line for the purpose of
receiving any complaints from members of the public in relation to activities conducted at the premises or
by the vehicle or mobile plant, unless otherwise specified in the licence.
M5.2 The licensee must notify the public of the complaints line telephone number and the fact that it is a
complaints line so that the impacted community knows how to make a complaint.
M5.3 The preceding two conditions do not apply until either the date of the issue of this licence.

6

Reporting Conditions

R1

Annual return documents

R1.1 The licensee must complete and supply to the EPA an Annual Return in the approved form comprising:
1. a Statement of Compliance,
2. a Monitoring and Complaints Summary,
3. a Statement of Compliance - Licence Conditions,
4. a Statement of Compliance - Load based Fee,
5. a Statement of Compliance - Requirement to Prepare Pollution Incident Response Management Plan,
6. a Statement of Compliance - Requirement to Publish Pollution Monitoring Data; and
7. a Statement of Compliance - Environmental Management Systems and Practices.

At the end of each reporting period, the EPA will provide to the licensee a copy of the form that must be
completed and returned to the EPA.
R1.2 An Annual Return must be prepared in respect of each reporting period, except as provided below.
Note: The term "reporting period" is defined in the dictionary at the end of this licence. Do not complete the
Annual Return until after the end of the reporting period.
R1.3 Where this licence is transferred from the licensee to a new licensee:
a) the transferring licensee must prepare an Annual Return for the period commencing on the first day of
the reporting period and ending on the date the application for the transfer of the licence to the new
licensee is granted; and
b) the new licensee must prepare an Annual Return for the period commencing on the date the
application for the transfer of the licence is granted and ending on the last day of the reporting period.
Note: An application to transfer a licence must be made in the approved form for this purpose.
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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R1.4 Where this licence is surrendered by the licensee or revoked by the EPA or Minister, the licensee must
prepare an Annual Return in respect of the period commencing on the first day of the reporting period and
ending on:
a) in relation to the surrender of a licence - the date when notice in writing of approval of the surrender is
given; or
b) in relation to the revocation of the licence - the date from which notice revoking the licence operates.
R1.5 The Annual Return for the reporting period must be supplied to the EPA via eConnect EPA or by
registered post not later than 60 days after the end of each reporting period or in the case of a
transferring licence not later than 60 days after the date the transfer was granted (the 'due date').
R1.6 The licensee must retain a copy of the Annual Return supplied to the EPA for a period of at least 4 years
after the Annual Return was due to be supplied to the EPA.
R1.7 Within the Annual Return, the Statements of Compliance must be certified and the Monitoring and
Complaints Summary must be signed by:
a) the licence holder; or
b) by a person approved in writing by the EPA to sign on behalf of the licence holder.

R2

Notification of environmental harm

R2.1 Notifications must be made by telephoning the Environment Line service on 131 555.
Note: The licensee or its employees must notify all relevant authorities of incidents causing or threatening
material harm to the environment immediately after the person becomes aware of the incident in
accordance with the requirements of Part 5.7 of the Act.
R2.2 The licensee must provide written details of the notification to the EPA within 7 days of the date on which
the incident occurred.

R3

Written report

R3.1 Where an authorised officer of the EPA suspects on reasonable grounds that:
a) where this licence applies to premises, an event has occurred at the premises; or
b) where this licence applies to vehicles or mobile plant, an event has occurred in connection with the
carrying out of the activities authorised by this licence,
and the event has caused, is causing or is likely to cause material harm to the environment (whether the
harm occurs on or off premises to which the licence applies), the authorised officer may request a written
report of the event.
R3.2 The licensee must make all reasonable inquiries in relation to the event and supply the report to the EPA
within such time as may be specified in the request.
R3.3 The request may require a report which includes any or all of the following information:
a) the cause, time and duration of the event;
b) the type, volume and concentration of every pollutant discharged as a result of the event;
c) the name, address and business hours telephone number of employees or agents of the licensee, or a
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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specified class of them, who witnessed the event;
d) the name, address and business hours telephone number of every other person (of whom the licensee
is aware) who witnessed the event, unless the licensee has been unable to obtain that information after
making reasonable effort;
e) action taken by the licensee in relation to the event, including any follow-up contact with any
complainants;
f) details of any measure taken or proposed to be taken to prevent or mitigate against a recurrence of
such an event; and
g) any other relevant matters.
R3.4 The EPA may make a written request for further details in relation to any of the above matters if it is not
satisfied with the report provided by the licensee. The licensee must provide such further details to the
EPA within the time specified in the request.

R4

Other reporting conditions
Fumigation Report

R4.1 The following must be submitted to the EPA with the Annual Return:
For each grain silo fumigated:
a) the date, time and duration of fumigation;
b) the grain silo name and number that was fumigated;
c) the quantity of grain fumigated;
d) the quantity of fumigant used;
e) the date, time and duration of ventilation from any one vent; and
f) the initial concentration of Methyl Bromide or Phosphine emitted from any one vent.

7

General Conditions

G1

Copy of licence kept at the premises or plant

G1.1 A copy of this licence must be kept at the premises to which the licence applies.
G1.2 The licence must be produced to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see it.
G1.3 The licence must be available for inspection by any employee or agent of the licensee working at the
premises.

8

Pollution Studies and Reduction Programs

U1

Fumigation Audit

Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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U1.1 The licensee must engage a suitably qualified, experienced and independent auditor approved in writing
by the EPA to undertake an audit (“the Audit”) in relation to the fumigation of grain at the premises. The
Audit must:
a) Examine the procedures, systems and control measures in place to ensure that any fumigation
complies with licence requirements at all times,
b) Examine the plant and equipment in place to ensure that any fumigation complies with licence
requirements at all times,
c) Review the adequacy of the procedures, systems and control measures referred to at a) and the plant
and equipment referred to at b), and
d) Recommend reasonable and feasible measures or actions to be implemented to ensure that any
fumigation complies with licence requirements at all times.
U1.2 By 30 November 2017 the licensee must inform the EPA of the details of at least three auditors that the
licensee considers are qualified to undertake the Audit required under condition U1.1. Each auditor’s
details are to include but are not limited by the following:
a) Contact details,
b) Relevant qualifications,
c) Relevant experience, and
d) Availability.
The licensee may identify a preferred auditor or a combination of auditors to undertake the Audit.
However, the EPA may approve one or more of the auditors that it considers are suitably qualified to
undertake the Audit.

COMPLETE 29 November 2017

U1.3 In accordance with the purpose of the Audit as specified in condition U1.1, the Audit must assess, but not
be limited to the following:
a) The investigations undertaken by the licensee into the June 2017 incidents and the recommendations
made and actions implemented or proposed to be implemented by the licensee to prevent a recurrence of
the incidents,
b) The adequacy of the procedures, systems and control measures,
c) The suitability of plant and equipment (including the preventative and remedial maintenance and
operation of silos, seals, slide gates and valves),
d) The adequacy of the sampling procedures, plant and equipment (including the maintenance and
operation of sensors and the plant control system),
e) The adequacy of staff competencies, including training provided,
f) Identify any deficiencies in the procedures, systems, control measures, plant, equipment, sampling
procedures, staff competencies and training which may have contributed to the breaches of licence
conditions which occurred at the premises in June 2017, and
a) Identification of reasonable and feasible measures or actions to be implemented to ensure that any
fumigation complies with licence requirements at all times. This must include an appropriate timeframe for
their implementation.
For each of the points above, as applicable, the auditor should examine the documented procedures and
check that these procedures have been implemented. If it is found that particular procedures have not
been implemented the auditor should comment on why this has occurred.
Environment Protection Authority - NSW
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For each of the points above, the analysis undertaken by the auditor should not only examine current
practices but also identify any deficiencies in current practices and make recommendations for the future
so far as it is reasonably practicable, in accordance with the purpose of the Audit as specified in condition
U1.1.

U1.4 The licensee must submit to the EPA’s Regional Manager Illawarra a draft Audit Report, being a report
prepared by the auditor covering the matters described in conditions U1.1 and U1.3. The submission date
for this report will be determined upon completion of U1.2 and confirmation of the auditor’s availability.

COMPLETE 22 February 2018

U1.5 The licensee must submit to the EPA’s Regional Manager Illawarra the final Audit Report by no later than
one calendar month after receipt of the EPA’s comments on the draft Audit Report.

COMPLETE 23 March 2018 and Supplementary Report 23 May 2018

U1.6 The licensee must not edit the draft Audit Report or final Audit Report before they are sent to the EPA.
U1.7 The licensee is to provide the independent environmental auditor with any assistance requested in
carrying out the Audit, including providing documents and information as requested.
Note: The Audit methodology must be in accordance with AS/NZS ISO 19011:2003 Guidelines for quality
and environmental management systems auditing and the EPA Compliance Audit Handbook (DECC,
2006) available at http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/licensing/cahandbook0613.pdf.

U1.8 The licensee must submit to the EPA’s Manager Illawarra an Audit Implementation Report by no later
than one calendar month after receipt of the EPA’s comments on the final Audit Report.

EPA responded to Quattro 24 August 2018 (DOC18/174549-04) accepting Final Fumigation Audit
Report and Supplementary Fumigation Report

U1.9 The Audit Implementation Report must:
a) Identify what actions the licensee proposes to take in response to the Audit Report,
b) Propose a timeframe for these actions; and
c) An explanation for the licensee’s proposals where there is any variance from those of the auditor.

COMPLETE: Quattro responded to EPA 17 September 2018 (DOC18/686814) providing 'Quattro
Ports 2018 Fumigation Audit Report Corrective Actions Implementation Report 10 September
2018'.
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9

Special Conditions

E1

Post Commissioning Air Emissions Report

E1.1

Within 6 weeks of commissioning phosphine fumigation, the licensee must submit a written report to the
EPA detailing the results of post commissioning source emissions sampling and analysis undertaken in
accordance with the requirements specified in Condition M2.1. The report must assess compliance with
the limit conditions specified in Condition L2.1 and Condition L2.2.
The licensee must provide all obtained data (the resulting value for each individually monitored sample)
as specified in Condition M2.1 for all fumigation activities for the six week period following
commissioning. The licensee must also provide a volumetric flow rate for phosphine based on the results
of the post commissioning sampling.
The post commissioning source emissions sampling and analysis must demonstrate compliance with the
ground level criteria in the Approved Methods for Modelling and Assessment of Air Pollutants in NSW
(EPA, 2016).

E2

Special Condition NSW Drought Grain Imports

E2.1

Trucks and Trains entering and/or leaving the premises that are carrying loads of dust generating
materials, must have their loads covered at all times, except during loading and unloading

E2.2

Dust emissions must be minimised during the loading, unloading, transfer, or handling of grain products at
the premises.

E2.3

Hopper dust extraction systems must be operated at all times during ship unloading.

E2.4

The licensee must have in place and implement procedures to ensure that road vehicles, containers and
trains exiting the premises are free from external grain deposits, and are in a condition to ensure that
grains are not carried or tracked beyond the premises boundary.

E3

Audit Findings Implementation

E3.1

BACKGROUND:
During Q1 and Q2 2018 there were two audits carried out at Quattro P RE Services Port Kembla.
i) A ‘Fumigation Audit’ was carried out by independent auditors in response to fumigation incidents in
June 2017, and
ii) The EPA audited Quattro P RE ‘Environmental Management Systems’ and ‘Environmental Practices’.
The purpose of this special condition is to track completion of actions identified through the audit process.
Independent Fumigation Audit Timeline:
The requirement to carry out the Fumigation Audit was staged:
2 December 2017
EPA adds Audit requirement to EPL 20532 by S58 Notice 1557941
23 March 2018
Quattro provides final Audit Report to EPA
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23 May 2018
Quattro provides supplementary Audit report to EPA
24 August 2018
EPA responds to final audit report
17 September 2018 Quattro provides Audit Implementation Report to EPA
EPA EMS and Environmental Practices Audit Timeline:
15 May 2018
EPA notifies Quattro of Audit
16 May 2018
EPA site inspection
30 July 2018
EPA provides draft Audit report to Quattro
15 August 2018
Quattro provides comments on draft audit report to EPA
24 August 2018
EPA provides final Audit Report to Quattro
E3.2

Quattro Fumigation Audit Implementation Report:
Table 1 Fumigation Audit January 2018:
The following items must be completed by the specified date.
a) Reference U1.3A:A review of data management to ensure hourly-averages are reported in real time
b) Reference 3.1.1:Confirm that maximum fan flow for 2000t silos is as per commissioning report ie 503 l/s. Correct flow figure in
emission calculation to reflect the true maximum fan flow. Potential for the installation of a flow meter to allow for
ongoing readings to be taken.
c) Reference - Supplementary Audit
The fumigation reporting log should calculate and report the hourly average exhaust flux rate for direct comparison
with licence conditions
Quattro must provide the EPA a written report by 31 December 2018 confirming the status of the actions identified
above.

COMPLETION DATE: 31 December 2018

E3.3

EPA EMS and Environmental Practices Audit ActionTimeline:
a) Quattro must provide a written update on progress against the actions required by the licensee in
tables 1, 2 and 3 of the Final Compliance Audit Report' with supporting evidence to EPA by 31 October
2018.
b) Quattro will provide a written update on considerations for implementation of formal sign off procedure
for silo pressure testing prior to fumigation and provide a written report to EPA by 31 October 2018
Note: Audit Report - Section 1.4 Further Observations. Frequency of monitoring MeBr. Quattro requested
a variation for MeBr monitoring frequency in M2.1 from 15 minutes to 12 minutes. This change to
monitoring frequency was made by this notice. This change requires monitoring 5 times/hour compared to
the previous requirement of 4 times/hour.
COMPLETION DATE: 31 October 2018
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Dictionary
General Dictionary
3DGM [in relation
to a concentration
limit]

Means the three day geometric mean, which is calculated by multiplying the results of the analysis of
three samples collected on consecutive days and then taking the cubed root of that amount. Where one
or more of the samples is zero or below the detection limit for the analysis, then 1 or the detection limit
respectively should be used in place of those samples

Act

Means the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

activity

Means a scheduled or non-scheduled activity within the meaning of the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997

actual load

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations (General) Regulation 2009

AM

Together with a number, means an ambient air monitoring method of that number prescribed by the
Approved Methods for the Sampling and Analysis of Air Pollutants in New South Wales.

AMG

Australian Map Grid

anniversary date

The anniversary date is the anniversary each year of the date of issue of the licence. In the case of a
licence continued in force by the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, the date of issue of
the licence is the first anniversary of the date of issue or last renewal of the licence following the
commencement of the Act.

annual return

Is defined in R1.1

Approved Methods
Publication

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations (General) Regulation 2009

assessable
pollutants

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations (General) Regulation 2009

BOD

Means biochemical oxygen demand

CEM

Together with a number, means a continuous emission monitoring method of that number prescribed by
the Approved Methods for the Sampling and Analysis of Air Pollutants in New South Wales.

COD

Means chemical oxygen demand

composite sample

Unless otherwise specifically approved in writing by the EPA, a sample consisting of 24 individual samples
collected at hourly intervals and each having an equivalent volume.

cond.

Means conductivity

environment

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

environment
protection
legislation

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991

EPA

Means Environment Protection Authority of New South Wales.

fee-based activity
classification

Means the numbered short descriptions in Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations
(General) Regulation 2009.

general solid waste
(non-putrescible)

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997
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flow weighted
composite sample

Means a sample whose composites are sized in proportion to the flow at each composites time of
collection.

general solid waste
(putrescible)

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environmen t Operations Act
1997

grab sample

Means a single sample taken at a point at a single time

hazardous waste

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997

licensee

Means the licence holder describe d at the front of this licence

load calculation
protocol

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations (General) Regulation 2009

local authority

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

material harm

Has the same meaning as in section 147 Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

MBAS

Means methylene blue active substances

Minister

Means the Minister administering the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

mobile plant

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997

motor vehicle

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

O&G

Means oil and grease

percentile [in
relation to a
concentration limit
of a sample]

Means that percentage [eg.50%] of the number of samples taken that must meet the concentration limit
specified in the licence for that pollutant over a specified period of time. In this licence, the specified period
of time is the Reporting Period unless otherwise stated in this licence.

plant

Includes all plant within the meaning of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 as well as
motor vehicles.

pollution of waters
[or water pollution]

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

premises

Means the premises described in condition A2.1

public authority

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

regional office

Means the relevant EPA office referred to in the Contacting the EPA document accompanying this licence

reporting period

For the purposes of this licence, the reporting period means the period of 12 months after the issue of the
licence, and each subsequent period of 12 mo nths. In the case of a licence continued in force by the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, the date of issue of the licence is the first anniversary
of the date of issue or last renewal of the licence following the commencement of the Act.

restricted solid
waste

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997

scheduled activity

Means an activity listed in Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

special waste

Has the same meaning as in Part 3 of Schedule 1 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997

TM

Together with a number, means a test method of that number prescribed by the Approved Methods for the
Sampling and Analysis of Air Pollutants in New South Wales.
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Means total suspended particles

TSP

Means total suspended solids

TSS
Type 1 substance

Means the elements antimony, arsenic, cadmium, lead or mercury or any compound containing one or
more of those elements

Type 2 substance

Means the elements beryllium, chromium, cobalt, manganese, nickel, selenium, tin or vanadium or any
compound containing one or more of those elements

utilisation area

Means any area shown as a utilisation area on a map submitted with the application for this licence

waste

Has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

waste type

Means liquid, restricted solid waste, general solid waste (putrescible), general solid waste (non putrescible), special waste or hazardous waste

Mr William Dove
Environment Protection Authority
(By Delegation)
Date of this edition:

22-December-2014

End Notes
2

Licence varied by notice

1529108 issued on 13-Mar-2015

3

Licence varied by notice

1530307 issued on 04-May-2015

4

Licence varied by notice

1536691 issued on 08-Jan-2016

5

Licence varied by notice

1537319 issued on 29-Jan-2016

6

Licence varied by notice

1539156 issued on 24-Mar-2016

7

Licence varied by notice

1551131 issued on 26-Apr-2017

8

Licence varied by notice

1557941 issued on 05-Dec-2017

9

Licence varied by notice

1568896 issued on 30-Aug-2018

10

Licence varied by notice

1570099 issued on 27-Sep-2018
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Appendix 2. Quattro Ports PKGT Site Layout

Document Name: Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Document Number: QP-PKGT-E-PN- 02_V4
Document Approver: Terminal Manager

Issue Date: 12/10/2018
Review Date: 12/10/2020

Appendix 3. MyOsh Impact Register

Document Name: Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Document Number: QP-PKGT-E-PN- 02_V4
Document Approver: Terminal Manager

Issue Date: 12/10/2018
Review Date: 12/10/2020

Impacts for Port Kembla Office as on 25‐Oct‐18
Hazard Number

00002

00028

00031

00032

00033

00035

00038

Date Reported

Accountable Person

14/09/2015 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

Location

Rail Intake

Rail Intake

Grain Storage Area

Grain Storage Area

Grain Storage Area

Grain Storage Area

Shipping

Brief Description

Initial Risk Rating

ASPECT: Airborne grain dust generation from
tipping of grain wagons

ASPECT: Airborne grain dust generation
during grain transfer onto BC001 and along
overland conveyors

ASPECT: Airborne grain dust generation
during weighing of grain in bulk weighers:
WH401 and WH601

ASPECT:Airborne grain dust generation
through elevation of grain into silos or into
Shipping system

ASPECT: Airborne grain dust generation
during shiploading (from BC601 to
shiploading chute)

Controls

Comments

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
tipping of wagons at the Rail Intake requires
grain to drop from the rail wagons into one
of four below ground hoppers. Unless
satisfactorily controlled, dust can travel
AAT, GrainCorp, PrixCar, Isolation
beyond the Rail Intake boundary and into
EPA, Rail Service
Engineering
AAT or the surrounding community.
Providers
Administrative

Wagon unloading contained within a building; Use of baffles in the receiving hopper (HP001) to
effectively capture dust within the hopper by reducing the open area of the grid; Use of a dust
extraction system (DP001) capable of extracting 480m3/min of air from the receiving hopper ‐
ductwork into hoppers get blocked (under review as a defect item w/ Kerman) Automated plant
control system will not allow process flow with the dust extraction system (DP001) inactive; Hygiene
schedule maintained; Adherence to SWI Unloading Trains at the Rail Intake; Grain fall height is
reduced by allowing grain to build up between hopper and wagon doors;

Reviewed 04/08/2017 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS
Reviewed 04/09/2017 by DL, FC, HC, GG.....
Decided against increasing Risk Rating as a
result of ineffective extraction from hoppers
due to minimal impact (no complaints from
AAT)
Low

Likely

4/03/2019 No

Low 4

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
transfer of grain to BC001 and along the
overland conveyor system requires height to
height grain movement. Unless satisfactorily
controlled, dust can travel beyond the Rail
Isolation
Intake boundary and into AAT or the
AAT, GrainCorp, PrixCar, Engineering
surrounding community.
EPA, TQ Holdings
Administrative

Drag conveyers (DC001 through DC004) and belt conveyer BC001 contained within the Rail Unloading
Facility building; Drag conveyors and transfer points onto BC001 are fully enclosed; Bucket elevator
(EL001) is enclosed; Transfer points from BC001 onto EL001 and EL001 onto BC002 are enclosed
BC001 through BC004 are semi‐enclosed capturing any dust that may migrate into the conveyer
system from the transfer points; Transfer point inside TT2 and TT3 from BC002 onto BC003 and BC003
onto BC004 is semi enclosed; Dust trays under TT2, TT3 and BC004 head‐end transfer points regularly
emptied; CCTV camera system in place for ongoing monitoring; Regular Hygiene; Use of a dust
extraction system (DP001) capable of extracting 50m3/min of air from conveyer transfer points at Rail
Intake; Automated plant control system will not allow process flow with the dust extraction system
(DP001) inactive

Reviewed 04/08/2017 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS
Reviewed 04/09/2018 by DL, FC, HC, GG .....
Consolidated Aspects #28, 29 and 30 into
#28.
Low

Possible

4/09/2019 No

Low 5

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
transfer of grain into the bulk weighers
involves grain height to height movement.
Unless satisfactorily controlled, dust can
travel beyond the boundary and into the
AAT, TQ Holdings, PKCT,
surrounding community.
EPA
Engineering

Transfer points from BC004 to WH401 and BC601 to WH601 are enclosed; Filter installed on top of
upper garners to remove dust from extracted air; Regular cleaning of batch weighers;

Reviewed 04/08/2016 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS
Reviewed 04/09/2017 by DL, FC, HC, GG....
Risk Rating reduced to Low (5) a/c no history
of excessive dust generation from batch
weighers
Minor

Unlikely

4/09/2019 No

Low 5

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
elevation of grain into the silos or into the
Shipping system involves grain height to
height movement. Unless satisfactorily
controlled, dust can travel beyond the
boundary and into the surrounding
community.
AAT, EPA, PKCT

Isolation
Engineering

Bucket elevators (EL401 and EL402 and EL403) are enclosed; Transfer points into/out of EL401, EL402
and EL403 are enclosed; Use of a dust extraction system (DP401) capable of extracting 50m3/min of Aspect reviewed on 17/08/2016 by DL
air from the top and bottom transfer points of both elevators; Automated plant control system will
Aspect reviewed on 04/09/2017 by DL, FC,
not allow process flow with the dust extraction system (DP401) inactive; Dust bin changed regularly; HC, GG

Unlikely

4/09/2019 No

Isolation
Engineering
Administrative

Trailer unloading contained within a building; Entry point of building will be closed (roller door) during
tipping operations; Use of baffles in the receiving hopper to effectively capture dust within the hopper
by reducing the open area of the grid; Use of a dust extraction system (DP501) capable of extracting
160m3/min of air from the receiving hopper; Automated plant control system will not allow process
flow with the dust extraction system (DP501) inactive; Grain chute can be utilised during high winds
(rather than gate of trailer); Concrete bollards used to minimise spread of grain throughout building
Compressed air utilised for cleaning off trailers; Screw conveyers (SC501 and SC502) and drag
conveyer DG501 are enclosed; Belt conveyer BC303 is semi‐enclosed (and inside a tunnel) capturing Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by DL, TC, HC,
any dust that may migrate into the conveyer system from the transfer point; Transfer point from
RS Aspect reviewed on 6/9/17 by DL, FC, HC,
DG501 onto belt conveyer BC303 is enclosed
GG
Low

Possible

6/09/2019 No

Engineering

Transfer points from silo bottoms to conveyers BC103, BC202, BC303, BC402 and BC403 are enclosed;
Belt conveyers BC103, BC202, BC303, BC402 and BC403 are semi enclosed capturing any dust that
may migrate; back into the conveyer system from the transfer points; Conveyers BC101, BC102,
BC201, BC301 and BC302 are fully enclosed; Elevators are fully enclosed and have dust extraction at
transfer points; On each of the hi‐roller conveyers, dust extraction systems (DP101, DP102, DP201,
DP301 and DP302 respectively) are capable of extracting 70m3/min of air from the conveyer systems;
Automated plant control system will not allow process flow with the dust extraction systems (DP101,
DP102, DP201, DP301 and DP302) inactive; Dust bin changed regularly;

Unlikely

6/09/2019 No

Isolation
Engineering
Administrative

Refer Environmental RA (attached) for
temporary loading with mobile shiploader ‐
no longer required as shiploader is
commissioned & operational; Concern raised
about fugitive dust during trimming
(particularly when using spoon) ‐ spoon yet
to be installed‐ Still being rectified
11/9/2018; Could we consider capturing the
dust (in bulka bags) during loading
(especially trimming) to reduce fugitive dust ‐
not yet progressed; Aspect reviewed on
17/8/16 by DL, TC, HC, RS; Aspect reviewed
on 4/9/17 by DL, FC, HC, GG.....Likelihood
increased to Almost Certain until actions
below resolved Also receiving complaints
Transfer points from S02 to shiploader and all transfer points on the shiploader are enclosed ‐
currently not effective at minimising dust (refer action below); Loading chute is extendable (and
from PKCT; Aspect reviewed on 10/9/18 by
retractable) to ensure grain stream is covered all the way into vessel hold; Shiploader & link conveyors DL, FC, .....Likelihood of Almost Certain to
have in‐built dust extraction systems; Loading chute is shrouded and utilises negative pressure to
remain as the actions below are not yet fully
contain dust in the chute; CCTV camera system enables ongoing monitoring; Environmental checks
resolved Nil complaints from PKCT, min
outloading completed in season 17 /18;
Minor
undertaken during shiploading;

Almost Certain

9/09/2019 No

18 Moderate 7

Low 5

Moderate 8

Low 5

ASPECT: Airborne grain dust generation from
tipping of grain trucks at the Road Intake
Moderate 8

ASPECT:Airborne grain dust generation
during internal transfers

Residual Risk

Low 5

High 12

Details

Stakeholders

Low 4

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
tipping of grain at the Road Intake involves
grain height to height movement. Unless
satisfactorily controlled, dust can travel
beyond the boundary and into the
AAT, PKCT, EPA, Truck
surrounding community.
Drivers

Low 5

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution when
tipped from one height to another. The
transfer of grain from one silo to another
involves grain height to height movement.
Unless satisfactorily controlled, dust can
travel beyond the boundary and into the
AAT, PKCT, EPA, TQ
surrounding community.
Holdings

High 16

IMPACT: Grain produces dust pollution
and/or water pollution when tipped from
one height to another. The shiploading of
grain involves grain height to height
movement. Unless satisfactorily controlled,
dust can travel beyond the boundary and
into the surrounding community.

AAT, PKCT, NSW Ports,
EPA, PKPC

Control Strategy

Consequence

Minor

Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by DL Minimal
dust is emitted from fumigable silos through
air vents during transferring of grain Aspect
reviewed on 6/9/17 by DL, FC, HC, GG.....
Risk Rating downrated to Low (5) ‐ no history
of issues/complaints during internal
transfers and consequence expected to be
only Minor
Minor

Likelihood

ReviewDate

ALARP?

00039

00040

00041

00042

00043

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

7/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

11/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

11/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

11/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

Grain Storage Area

Grain Storage Area

Grain Storage Area

PKGT

PKGT

ASPECT: Airborne methyl bromide emissions
from silo tops during ventilation/purging
Moderate 9

ASPECT: Airborne fugitive dust emissions
from grain spillage

ASPECT: Airborne odour released from
wet/germinating/sprouting grain

ASPECT: Noise emitted from sound sources
within PKGT

ASPECT: Generation of waste at PKGT

Low 5

Low 5

Moderate 8

Low 5

High 13

Low 5

Low 4

Moderate 8

Low 5

IMPACT: The ventilation of a silo post methyl
bromide fumigation can produce air
pollution. Unless satisfactorily controlled and
maintained below licence limits, methyl
GrainCorp, AAT, PKCT,
bromide can travel beyond the boundary
TQ Holdings, NSW Ports, Engineering
and into the surrounding community.
EPA
Administrative

Ground level concentrations of methyl bromide at site boundary not to exceed 0.35mg/m3 (refer Air
Quality Impact Assessment AQIA attached); Only one silo to be purged at any one time; Methyl
bromide release rate during purging to be controlled to ensure allowable boundary concentration is
not exceeded ‐ in accordance with EPL # 20532 Fumigation undertaken in accordance with detailed
standard operating procedure (Fumigation Contractor); Plant Control System interlocks in place to
ensure valves/gates are not opened during fumigation and are fully closed to enable fumigation to
commence; Plant Control System algorithm employed to control valve opening % ‐ algorithm modified
early 2017 to increase safety margin; Silos regularly pressure tested to ensure minimal fumigant
escapes the silo during fumigation; Silo sealing door seals on 10kt silos are fully closed (and regularly
inspected/maintained); Fumigant dosing lines purged with compressed air after dosing to prevent
fumigant release from a failed valve; High and low level fumigant sensors installed at silo ventilation
stacks ‐ calibrated/replaced every 6 months; Spring return actuators employed to close valves if
power loss during fumigation; Regular maintenance of seals, doors, valves and instruments (sensors)
etc; Communication protocol established with GrainCorp to coordinate cumulative purging between
the two parties; Anemometer utilised to monitor and record wind speed during purge;

Possible

4/09/2018 No

IMPACT: Air pollution and/or water pollution
from grain/dust/chafe spillage off conveyors, AAT, PKCT, NSW Ports,
transfer points, elevators or vehicles
PKPC, EPA

Spills to be quickly cleaned up using manual (shovel, wheelbarrow) or automated (bobcat, tenant
sweeper, sucker truck, Big Brute vacuum) methods; Plant Control systems sequenced to stop
upstream belts when downstream belts/equipment stops/crashes; Blocked chute sensors in terminal
prevent spillage; Dust extraction systems utilised to capture dust; Vehicle (truck) tail gates to be
swept or compressed air sprayed clean after tipping in the Road Intake; Road Transport contractors to
be audited and regularly inspected for compliance; Environmental and hygiene checks regularly
Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by DL, TC, HC,
undertaken during operational activities; Spills to be expeditiously disposed of using accredited Waste RS Aspect reviewed on 6/9/17 by DL, FC, HC,
service provider;
GG
Minor

Unlikely

4/09/2019 No

All silos are weather sealed and regularly pressure tested; Conveyors, elevators, batch weighers,
shiploader are enclosed or semi‐enclosed; Rail and Road Intakes are enclosed inside buildings (Rail
semi‐enclosed, open both ends); Road Intake has a roller door at one end of the building minimising
weather ingress; Drainage systems are installed (eg. reclaim tunnels) to minimise water pooling; Grain
spills are expeditiously cleaned up to minimise opportunity for germination/sprouting; Waste grain
disposal system in place with Contractor; Gas monitor can detect rotting matter; Scheduled Hygiene Reviewed 04/08/2016 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS
checks; Elevator Pit sump pump cleaned out regulalry
Reviewed 04/09/2017 by DL, FC, HC, GG

IMPACT: Offensive odour carried by
prevailing wind into localised community

AAT, PKCT, GrainCorp,
Engineering
TQ Holdings, NSW Ports Administrative

IMPACT: Noise pollution at closest sensitive
receivers (Wollongong/Mt St Thomas)
Sensitive Receivers

IMPACT: Unwanted landfill generated as a
result of PKGT terminal operations

Engineering
Administrative

Engineering
Administrative

AAT, NSW Ports,
Wollongong Council,
Engineering
Waste Service Providers Administrative

Reviewed 04/08/2016 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS,
BW Reviewed 04/09/2017 by DL, FC, HC, GG
..... there have been two recent breaches
reported to the EPA (Jun 17), but neither
resulted in a physical exceedance of the
boundary limit (a/w EPA response) .... Risk
Rating not amended.
Moderate

Possible

4/09/2019 No

Noise Impact Assessment (NIA) undertaken and submitted to the EPA (refer attached) ‐ noise sound
power levels sourced from Kerman and JWMC (refer attached); Noise attenuation installed on some
drives; Regular inspection & maintenance of plant & equipment; Plant & equipment not in use is
turned off; Fertiliser stockpiling and outloading operations undertaken inside Cargo Shed One way
traffic management plan in place to reduce use of reversing beepers;

Reviewed 04/08/2016 by DL, TC, HC, FC, RS
Reviewed 04/04/2017 by DL and FC for
fertiliser operations Reviewed 04/09/2017
by DL, FC, HC, GG Intermittent noise from
TT3 and sometimes TT2 during rail unloading
.... on Kerman defect list .... don't believe
this changes Risk Rating
Minor

Low

Possible

4/03/2019 No

Quattro Ports PKGT Waste Management Register in place; Use of licenced waste disposal contractors;
Recycling of waste, where possible eg. grain dust (compost), waste grain, paper/cardboard, plastic,
metal; No storage of MeBr (or empty bottles) on site Regular inspection & maintenance of dust
extraction systems; regular inspection of waste storage collection; Periodic auditing of sub‐
contractors (eg. Soilco) to ensure agreed disposal methods are adhered to;

Should consider recycling of gloves ‐ not yet
progressed Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by
DL, TC, HC, RS Aspect reviewed on 6/9/17 by
DL, FC, HC, GG
Minor

Unlikely

6/09/2019 No

Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by DL, TC, HC,
RS Reviewed on 04/04/2017 by DL and FC
for fertiliser operations 2/5/2018 added
refuelling AAT SWMS . AAT to be contacted
yearly for updates on their SWMS . FC, DL

Minor

Possible

No

Aspect reviewed on 17/8/16 by DL, TC, HC,
RS Aspect reviewed on 6/9/17 by DL, FC, HC,
GG
Minor

Possible

4/03/2019 No

Updated by DL, FC on 30/12/2016 ‐ changed
likelihood to "Likely" while Action below
outstanding Updated by DL and FC on
04/04/2017 ‐ to include fertiliser discharge
Updated by TL and FC on 05/06/2018 ‐ to
include Fert Vac truck, Rumble grid.
Minor

Likely

00044

11/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

Grain Storage Area

ASPECT: Ineffective stormwater
management sytems

Moderate 8

Moderate 8

IMPACT: Polluted water discharged to Port
Kembla Inner Harbour

NSW Ports, PKPC, EPA,
AAT

Engineering
Administrative

00045

11/02/2016 LADMORE Dene

PKGT

ASPECT: Uncontrolled washing of plant &
equipment

Moderate 8

Moderate 8

IMPACT: Polluted wastewater generated
from washing of plant & equipment and
released into the Port Kembla Inner Harbour NSW Ports, PKPC, AAT

Engineering
Administrative

PKGT constructed on pre‐existing asphalted pavement with existing stormwater system; PKGT is 100%
hardstand; All stormwater flows from Grain Storage Area into triple interceptor (before release into
Inner Harbour); Fertiliser stockpiling and handling restricted to inside cargo shed ‐ no stormwater
drains inside shed; Bobcat/Tenant Sweeper used to clean up spills from inloading and drag out from
the shed (produced by trucks during outloading); Daily/Weekly/Monthly Hygiene Inspections
scheduled; Regular cleaning of hardstand; Spill kits strategically located around PKGT; All spills to
harbour immediately notified to the EPA; Refuelling conducted by experienced third party AAT as per
their SWMS PKC machinery. ( see attached ) Ute and small fuel jerry can filled over at AAT Mechanic
yard
Use of temporary bunding; All stormwater from Grain Storage Area flows into triple interceptor
(before release into Inner Harbour); Spill kits strategically located around PKGT; All spills to harbour
immediately notified to the EPA; Compressed air (dry cleaning), vacuuming (Big Brute) of plant where
possible;

Engineering
Administrative

Transfer points between link conveyors and on shiploader are enclosed; Link conveyors and
shiploader have built in dust extraction systems with dust deposited back onto the belt; Shiploading
control system will not allow process flow with the link conveyor or shiploader dust extraction
systems inactive; Shiploading loading chute is extendable (and retractable) to ensure grain stream is
covered the majority of the way into the ship's hold; Loading chute is shrouded and utilises negative
pressure to contain dust in the chute; Scrapers and Closure Plates installed on conveyor discharge
hoods; Rear deflectors installed on conveyor feedshoes; CCTV camera system enables ongoing
monitoring; Spill plates or tarps placed along vessel ‐ at load point ‐ if required; Non‐spill grabs utilised
for fertiliser; Grabs released when just above hopper (stevedoring procedure); Bobcat / Vac truck
used to clean up spills, Air compressor to blow out trucks prior to leaving cargo shed Thick Bunding
rope used as a temporary cattle/ rumble grid to dislodge product from underside of truck to prevent
dragout, Mist cannon available for use ‐ if required; Commercial divers on standby to recover any spilt
grain/chaffe/dust with pool scoops;

Engineering
Administrative

Enviro hoppers utilised on fertiliser products with higher risk of dust emissions; Chute in hopper
lowered for discharge into truck Grabs released when just above hopper (stevedoring procedure);
Truck tipping undertaken inside cargo shed; doors closed if dust is excessive; Bobcat/Tenant Sweeper
used to clean up spills and drag out from the shed; Road Sweeper truck on standby ‐ used as required;
Truck tarps utilised to prevent blow out; Ongoing inspections;
Aspect reviewed by DL and FC

Minor

Possible

4/04/2018 No

Engineering
Administrative

Loader stockpiling and outloading undertaken inside cargo shed; doors closed if dust is excessive;
Loader bucket tipped just above truck gunnel; Bobcat/Tenant Sweeper used to clean up spills and
drag out from the shed; Road Sweeper truck on standby ‐ used as required; Truck tarps utilised to
prevent blow out; Ongoing inspections;

Moderate

Unlikely

10/09/2019 No

00064

00091

00092

12/05/2016 LADMORE Dene

24/04/2017 LADMORE Dene

24/04/2017 LADMORE Dene

Shipping

Cargo Shed

Cargo Shed

ASPECT: Grain/Chaffe/Dust and Fertiliser
spillage into harbour

ASPECT: Airborne fertiliser dust generation
during vessel unloading

ASPECT: Airborne fertiliser dust generation
during stockpiling and outloading

Moderate 8

Moderate 8

Moderate 9

High 12

IMPACT: Grain & Fertiliser produces dust
(chaffe) pollution when tipped from one
height to another. Grain can also spill from
shiploading conveyors if not sealed/covered
effectively. Fertiliser can spill from hoppers
and grabs or truck drag out. The
grain/chaffe/dust and fertiliser can then
AAT, NSW Ports, PKPC,
enter the harbour.
EPA

Moderate 8

IMPACT: Fertiliser handling produces dust
when it falls from one height to another. The
unloading of vessels requires three transfers
from height: 1) grab to hopper; 2) hopper to
truck; and 3) truck to stockpile. Unless
satisfactorily controlled, dust can travel
beyond the site boundary into PKCT or other
areas
PKCT, AAT, EPA

Moderate 9

IMPACT: Fertiliser handling produces dust
when it falls from one height to another.
Stockpiling and outloading requires two
transfers from height: 1) loader to stockpile;
and 2) loader to truck. Unless satisfactorily
controlled, dust can travel beyond the site
boundary into PKCT or other areas
PKCT, AAT, EPA

Reviewed by DL and FC 04/04/17 Reviewed
by DL and FC 11/09/18,Dust suppressant
chemical ‐Glaze used on outloading some
Urea trucks

No

00094

1/04/2017 LADMORE Dene

Wharf and Cargo Shed

ASPECT; Airborne dust generated from
handling Fertiliser

Moderate 9

Moderate 9

Employees , Contractors , Neighbours,
Waterways exposed to Airborne dust
generated with the handling of fertiliser

QUATTRO , EPA , PKCT ,
AAT
Administrative

Hoppers with dust control used on vessel discharge , Tarps used on vessel to prevent spills into
harbour, B.Cat and tenant sweeper to clean up spills and prevent drag out. Dedicated walls in
warehouse to hold fertiliser, minimal warehouse doors to be left open during operations. Entry and
exit only. Tipping close to the stockpile to prevent unnecessary running over of product. Monitoring
and cleaning of traffic flow path Air conditioned cabs in machinery, dust masks here appropriate

Moderate

Unlikely

30/06/2018 Yes

Appendix 4. Stormwater Discharge Points

Document Name: Pollution Incident Response Management Plan
Document Number: QP-PKGT-E-PN- 02_V4
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SDS REGISTER

No.

Chemical Name

Revision
No.

Revision
Date

Storage Location

Maximum
Quantity Stored

1.1

7 March 2016

PKGT – Office/Amenities

1500ml

3.1.1.1

20 November 2014

PKGT – Office

550ml

1.

Northfork Surface Cleaner

2.

AmbiPur Air Effects

3.

David Grays Carbaryl Flowable Insecticide

2.0

14 March 2013

Stored Off Site

N/A

4.

Cislin 25 Professional Insecticide

1.0

6 October 2016

Stored Off Site

N/A

5.

Northfork Sanitising Gel

1.2

15 March 2016

PKGT – Office

1000ml

6.

Deb Sunprotect Cream SPF50-Australia

2.0

6 July 2015

PKGT – Office

1000ml

7.

Dulux Weathershield Low Sheen Acrylic

1.0

8 April 2015

Maintenance Container

1000ml

8.

Mebrom Methyl Bromide Fumigant 1000

-

January 2015

Stored Off Site

N/A

9.

Permaguard (Diatomaceous Earth)
Trade Name – Fossil Shell Flour

-

16 June 2016

Stored Off Site

N/A

10.

Phosphine PH3

-

24 October 2016

Potential to be detected on receival of
grain.(Not Stored on Site)

N/A

11.

Racumin Rat and Mouse Blocks

1.0

17 June 2016

Fumigation Container

400 Blocks
(max. all rodent blocks)

12.

Reldan Grain Protector

-

1 August 2013

Stored Off Site

N/A

13.

Sumithion 1000EC Insecticide

4.0

19 July 2016

Stored Off Site

N/A

14.

Talon XT Pro Rodenticide Wax Block

5.0

March 2013

Fumigation Container

400 Blocks
(max. all rodent blocks)

15.

Temprid 75 Residual Insecticide

1.0

6 October 2016

Stored Off Site

N/A

16.

Glen 20 Spray Disinfectant Aerosol

17.2

8 December 2016

PKGT – Office/Amenities

1000ml
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SDS REGISTER

No.

Chemical Name

Revision
No.

Revision
Date

Storage Location

Maximum
Quantity Stored

-

13 October 2015

Fumigation Container/Rail Intake
Storage Locker

20,000ml

4.0

18 October 2013

Cargo Shed / wharf area

15,000t

-

December 2011

Cargo Shed

8,000l

1.0

6 February 2017

Cargo shed

1,000t

-

6 February 2015

Cargo shed

100,000t

17.

Concentrate Advance Roundup Weedkiller

18.

Urea – When discharged at the Berth

19.

Flutriafol - Intake Combi Sapphire In-Furrow and
Foliar Fungicide

20.

Monoammonium Phosphate

21.

Monoammonium Phosphate with Ammonium
Sulfate, Sulfur and Zinc (Micro Essentials SZ)

22.

Barley and Wheat Malt Dust

1.3

4 May 2013

In Silo’s and Conveyors

100,000t

23.

Ecolab Cleantec Cintrand

1.0

16 November 2015

PKGT – Office

5000ml

24.

Glitz Glass Cleaner

-

April 2013

PKGT – Office

1500ml

25.

Northfolk Dishwashing Detergent

1.4

16 November 2016

PKGT - Office/Amenities

1500ml

26.

Drain Cleaner Liquid

-

February 2015

Laboratory

1000ml

27.

Long Life General Purpose Floor Cleaner

-

June 2013

Laboratory

1000ml

28.

Solvol Liquid

-

28 April 2016

PKGT – Amenities, Maintenance
Container

10,000ml

29.

Shell Gadus S2 V220 0

1.4

16 May 2015

Maintenance Container

10,000g

30.

No-Tox HD Food Grade Grease 2 (Bel Ray)

1.1

30 March 2012

Maintenance Container

10,000g

31.

Tradeflame Butane Gas

-

12 July 2016

Maintenance Container

1,000g

32.

Dulux Spray Can

6.0

22 May 2014

Maintenance Container

5,000g
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SDS REGISTER

No.

Chemical Name

Revision
No.

Revision
Date

Storage Location

Maximum
Quantity Stored

33.

Bostik PVC Pipe Cement

2.0

12 August 2016

Maintenance Container

1,000ml

34.

Corrosion X

1.3

22 June 2016

Maintenance Container

500g

35.

Cassida Chain Oil 1500 Spray

2.0

11 April 2017

Maintenance Container

1,000ml

36.

Loctite EA 3473 A+B Hysol

1.0

3 July 2017

Maintenance Container

1,000g

37.

Tarzan’s Grip General Purpose Glue

3.0

20 August 2015

Maintenance Container

500ml

38.

Powers AC100e Polyester Injection System

-

15 December 2015

Maintenance Container

1,000g

39.

Penetrene Aerosol

-

30 November 2016

Maintenance Container

500ml

40.

Loctite Nickel Anti-Seize 771

1.4

24 March 2016

Maintenance Container

2,000g

41.

Rocol Copper Anti-Seize Compound

7.0

26 January 2015

Maintenance Container

1,000g

42.

Unleaded Petrol

2.1

6 May 2014

Dangerous Goods Container

50,000ml

43.

Hounds Degreaser

5.1.1.1

5 March 2018

Dangerous Goods Container

20,000ml

44.

Valspar 300 Multi-Purpose Reducer

11.0

4 December 2017

Dangerous Goods Container

50,000ml

45.

Diggers All Purpose Thinners (Enamel)

4.0

16 March 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

10,000ml

46.

Bodyline Wax and Grease Remover

2.0

20 May 2011

Dangerous Goods Container

10,000ml

47.

Carboline Multi-Gard GP-14 Enamel Paint

2.0

1 June 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

50,000ml

48.

De Ox Rust Remover

1.0

11 July 2017

Dangerous Goods Container

10,000ml
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SDS REGISTER

No.

Chemical Name

Revision
No.

Revision
Date

Storage Location

Maximum
Quantity Stored

1.0

8 November 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

5,000ml

-

August 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

1,000ml

49.

Mineral Turpentine

50.

J Burrows Whiteboard Cleaner

51.

Mortein Fly Knockdown Fly and Mosquito Killer
Low Allergenic Spray (Aerosol)

2.2

14 December 2016

PKGT – Office/Amenities

2,000ml

52.

Shell Tellus S2 M 32

2.0

27 August 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

80,000ml

53.

Shell Spirax S3 ATF MD3

1.0

16 November 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

20,000ml

54.

Shell Omala S4 GX 220

2.1

3 August 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

200,000ml

55.

Shell Omala S4 GX 320

3.1

15 August 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

20,000ml

56.

Shell Omala S2 G 460

2.1

20 July 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

600,000ml

57.

Shell Omala S2 G 220

1.2

20 August 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

200,000ml

58.

Shell Corena S3 R 46

1.1

16 February 2017

Dangerous Goods Container

150,000ml

59.

Shell Turbo Oil T 32

2.3

15 January 2018

Dangerous Goods Container

200,000ml

60.

Shell Tellus S2 M 46

2.2

18 August 2016

Dangerous Goods Container

80,000ml

61.

Shell Gadus S3 V220C 2

4.1

2 February 2015

Dangerous Goods Container

100,000g

62.

Mobilgear SHC 630

-

13 February 2018

Dangerous Goods Container

20,000ml

63.

Anglomoil AW Hydraulic Oil

4.1.1.1

9 February 2014

Dangerous Goods Container

600,000ml

64.

Northfolk Toilet Bowl and Urinal Cleaner

1.2

15 March 2016

PKGT – Office

500ml
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SDS REGISTER

Revision
No.

Revision
Date

Storage Location

Maximum
Quantity Stored

6.1.1.1

26 July 2013

Dangerous Goods Container

600,000ml

2.0

26 September 2017

Rail Intake Storage Locker

500ml

1114

5-11-2014

Stored Off Site

N/A

Reldan Grain Protector

1-8-2013

Stored Off Site

N/A

Glaze DS

3-3-21007

Cargo Shed

N/A

No.

Chemical Name

65.

Anglomoil Premium Hydraulic Oil

66.

Yates Easy Spray Dye

67

K-Obiol EC Combi synergised Grain Protectant

68
69
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EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST

Quattro Ports/AAT Contacts:
Terminal Emergency Controller (TEC)

Operations Channel #1

AAT Security Gatehouse

02 4221 0940

Quattro Ports Terminal Manager

0429 075 297

AAT Terminal Manager

0417 069 358

Emergency Contacts:
Emergency Services – Police, Fire and Ambulance

000

NSW Ports – Port Emergencies, Vessel Traffic Centre
Commercial Diving Services

02 4274 4571
02 4261 4200 or 0403 677 768
(Tim Johnson)

NSW EPA

131 555

WorkCover NSW

131 050

NSW Health

02 9391 9000

Wollongong Council

02 4227 7111

Bio Security
(http://www.agriculture.gov.au/pestsdiseases-weeds/report )

1800 798 636

Endeavour Energy – Electrical Faults

131 003

Sydney Water – Water Leaks

132 090

Medvet

08 8132 7416

Adjoining Neighbours/Others:
NSW Ports – Tom Thumb Rd Security Gatehouse

02 4225 7935 or 0434 423 933

GrainCorp – Mark Jelbart

02 4224 6400 or 0428 408 615

Port Kembla Coal Terminal (PKCT) – Peter Green

02 4221 1834 or 0418 864 736

TQ Holdings – David Bridge

02 4244 8252 or 0421 588 658

Pacific National (RIM) – Scott Beddow

02 4253 0707 or 0404 048 859

Programmed – Maintenance (after hours)

02 4200 5200

Note: Those contacts marked red must be notified in the case of a pollution incident.
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2
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1.

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this plan is to define the response required to deal effectively with any
foreseeable emergencies so as to minimise the impact to personnel, property and the
environment. This plan applies to events which threaten life, property, or the environment and
which require immediate action.
Possible emergency events at the Quattro Ports Port Kembla Grain Terminal (PKGT) include,
but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Emergency,
Fire,
Adverse Weather (lightning, flooding),
Environmental Spills,
Height Incidents,
Suspension Trauma,
Confined Space Incidents,
Vehicle / Mobile Plant Incidents,
Bomb (or Malicious) Threats,
Structural Collapse,

This plan applies to all Quattro Ports PKGT employees, contractors and visitors.
Important: For emergency events at the Quattro Ports PKGT Rail Intake, which is located within
the main AAT Terminal at Berth 105, 106, 107, the AAT Emergency Response Plan for Port
Kembla Terminal Berth 105, 106, 107 is to be read in conjunction with this plan.

2.

Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of all Quattro Ports PKGT employees and contractors to ensure that the
terminal area remains a safe working environment. If an emergency situation does arise it is
the responsibility of personnel in the immediate area to raise the alarm.
In the event of an emergency situation or imminent emergency situation the following
personnel will assume the duties detailed in the following below.
ROLE
Terminal Manager

DUTIES
• Notify the Quattro Ports Board and/or Chairman dependent on the
severity of the emergency event and keep them abreast of the situation
at all times.
• Liaise with media agencies as required and provide simple concise
statements about the emergency situation.
• Ensure all personnel are offered counselling from the Quattro Ports EAP
if the emergency situation causes mental distress.
• Ensure the relevant state and federal regulatory authorities e.g. EPA,
WorkCover are notified within the required reporting timeframes.
• Assist the TEC with all other notification as required.
• Ensure the emergency event is adequately debriefed with corrective/
improvement actions logged in MyOsh.
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ROLE

DUTIES

Terminal Emergency
Controller (TEC)

• Ascertain the nature of the emergency and determine appropriate
action.
• Ensure Emergency Services are notified.
• Ensure AAT Security is notified on 02 4221 0940.
• Liaise closely with the AAT Chief Warden for an emergency event at the
Main AAT Terminal (Berth 105,106,107).
• Brief other personnel on the actions that need to be carried out.
• Nominate a person to act as Assembly Point Coordinator to ensure all
personnel on site are accounted for.
• Ensure injured person/s are attended to by first aid/ambulance officers.
• If necessary, initiate an evacuation.
• On arrival at the Assembly Point, take control and account for
personnel.
• Contact Quattro Ports PKGT Terminal Manager as soon as first
response emergency actions are undertaken.
• Contact relevant authorities, including EPA (for environmental incident),
WorkCover NSW and NSW Health for reportable safety/health incident
and Wollongong Council for reportable health/property incident with
community exposure eg fire/explosion.
• Keep adjoining neighbours and other stakeholders abreast of the
emergency at relevant times as it unfolds.
• After any emergency occurrence or emergency drill, conduct a
de-briefing session to review the emergency response plan and identify
deficiencies and improvement plans.

Assembly Point
Coordinator

• Obtain a list of all personnel on site if safe to do so, including Daily
Employee Timesheet, Visitor Daily Sign On Sheet, Staff In/Out Board.
• Liaise with TEC regarding details of the emergency and present
situation.
• Ensure that personnel have evacuated from immediate danger areas to
the Assembly Point, or another safe location.
• Where possible, check all areas for personnel including office and
amenities.
• Report to the TEC once all personnel are accounted for.
• Nominate a person to escort emergency services to the incident site (if
necessary).
• Allow personnel back to work areas only after the ‘All Clear” has been
given by the TEC.

All Personnel

• Stop work and make the work area safe.
• Move to the designated Assembly Point if an evacuation is required –
OR – another safe location if the Assembly Point is inaccessible.
• Render first aid, if trained.
• Assist TEC, Assembly Point Coordinator or Emergency Services as
directed and within capabilities and training.
• Return to the work area ONLY when an ‘All Clear’ is given by the TEC.

3.

Emergency & Evacuation Process

3.1

Emergency Initiation
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Any person detecting an emergency situation shall immediately notify the TEC on Quattro Ports
Operations Channel #1 by clearly stating:
‘EMERGENCY, EMERGENCY, EMERGENCY’
and then when prompted, state:
•
Your Name
•
Type of Emergency
•
Your Location
•
Number of injured persons, if any
For an emergency evacuation in the main Quattro Ports PKGT Grain Storage Area, the
Emergency Evacuation Horn located in the Main Office shall be utilised. An emergency is
notified to all personnel by a continuous blast of the Emergency Evacuation Horn. This will be
done by the TEC or a person delegated to do so.
For an emergency evacuation in the Rail Intake (main AAT Terminal), AAT Security will be asked
(by the TEC) to sound the Evacuation Siren located in the Gatehouse.

3.2

Emergency Contacts
The TEC will utilise the Quattro Ports Emergency Contact List QP-PKGT-S-PN-02.FM-01
immediately contact the emergency services or resources relevant to the incident/emergency.
In the case of serious injury, fire or other incident requiring Ambulance, Fire or Police Services,
the TEC will ring:
000
The TEC will contact AAT Security. For an emergency event at the Main AAT Terminal (Berth
105,106,107) the TEC will liaise closely with the AAT Chief Warden regarding evacuation and
requesting help from emergency services.
The TEC will also contact the relevant neighbours, stakeholders and regulatory authorities; for
example, the Port Kembla Coal Terminal (PKCT) and the EPA (for an environmental incident).

3.3

Emergency Response
Once the relevant emergency services are contacted the following response will be initiated:
•

The TEC will ask the nominated Assembly Point Coordinator to ensure all personnel
immediately and safely stop what they are doing and make their way to the Assembly
Point.

•

The Assembly Point Coordinator will ensure that all personnel are accounted for and
nominate someone to escort emergency services to the incident site.

•

The TEC will ensure that medical treatment is quickly provided to any injured personnel
(if required).

•

The TEC will remain in close contact with emergency services until the emergency is
dealt with and clearance is given to return to the work area.
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•

All personnel will remain at the Assembly Point unless authorised to leave by the TEC,
including returning to their work area at the end of the emergency situation.

The emergency and evacuation process is summarised in the Quattro Ports Emergency
& Evacuation Action Card QP-PKGT-S-PN.FM-02.

3.4

Assembly Points
Assembly Points are signposted within the Quattro Ports PKGT in accordance with the Quattro
Ports PKGT Site Map QP-PKGT-S-PN-02.PN-01 and the AAT Berth 105, 106, 107 Site Map.
Alternative or multiple assembly points may be required for an emergency situation if a
designated point is not accessible.

4.

Emergency Situations
In addition to the Standard emergency response in Section 3.0, the following table lists some
specific response actions for typical emergency situations.
EMERGENCY
SITUATION /TYPE
Medical Emergency

SPECIFIC/RELEVANT
ACTIONS

• Cease work in that area immediately and ensure no further harm
can occur.

• Trained First Aiders to assist injured personnel and paramedics (if
requested).

• Contact Ambulance services to treat casualty symptomatically 000.

• Arrange transport to medical facility, if required.
Fire/Explosion

• Clear immediate area.
• Attempt to extinguish the fire using on-site first response e.g. Fire
extinguishers (only if trained to do so – or seek assistance).

•
•
•
•

Contact Emergency Services for assistance – 000.
Assist emergency services as directed.
Place barriers as required to prevent unauthorised access.
Install bunding as required to prevent discharge of firefighting
foam/ash/rubble to drains

Fall from Height

• Initiate Working at Height Rescue Plan if in place.
• Contact Emergency Services if required.
• Assist as directed by Emergency Services.

Entrapment/Engulfment
(in a confined space)

• Contact Emergency Services if required – 000.
• Assist as directed by Emergency Services.

Vehicle / Mobile Plant
Incident

• Call for Emergency Assistance (if required).
• Turn off all vehicles engines (if required).
• Immediately divert any other traffic with barriers or tape (Traffic
Management).

• Apply First Aid (only if trained to do so).
• Extinguish fire with extinguisher if possible.
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• Provide assistance to Emergency Services Personnel (as
directed).
Breach of Fumigation
Purge Licence Limits

• Clear immediate area - ensure that Assembly Point is away from
downwind direction of silo being purged

• Pause fumigation purge by closing atmosphere valve
• Check atmosphere with handheld sensor before returning to work
areas

• Contact the EPA (refer Emergency Contact List QP-PKGT-S-PN02.FM-01)
Significant Dust Event

• Cease activity causing dust emission/s
• Cleanup dusty area with sweeper/bobcat
• Contact the EPA (refer Emergency Contact List QP-PKGT-S-PN02.FM-01)

Bomb (or malicious)
Threat

• Remain calm and endeavour to obtain as much information as
possible using the Quattro Ports Bomb Threat Checklist QPPKGT-S-PN-02.FM-03.

• DO NOT hang up phone after the caller has finished.
• Log call on Bomb Threat Checklist.
• Retain the completed Bomb Threat Checklist for the Police. Notify
the TEC immediately and explain the nature and details of the
Bomb Threat.

• Following direction from the TEC Manager, initiate emergency
procedures, without causing panic amongst other personnel.

• Contact Police Services.
• Provide assistance and information to the Police and other
Emergency Services.
Environmental Spill

•
•
•
•

Contact Emergency Services – 000 – if necessary
Deploy spill response equipment e.g. Bunding if safe to do so
Provide SDS’s to Emergency Services
Contact PKPC if the spill is not contained before entering
stormwater or the harbour

• Contact Commercial Diving contractor to clean up if spill is
grain/chaff/dust
Structural Collapse

• Contact Emergency Services - 000.
• Engineering support and structural collapse expertise should be
considered.

4.

Emergency Kit
The Emergency Kit will be located at the entry to the Main Office building and will contain the
following documents and equipment:
•
•
•
•

Hard copy of the Quattro Ports Emergency & Evacuation Action Card;
Hard copy of the Quattro Ports Emergency Contact List;
Hard copy of the Quattro Ports PKGT Site Map;
Hard copy of the First Aid, Fire Fighting and Accidental Release Measure excerpts
from Safety Data Sheets for hazardous substances stored on site;
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•
•

5.

Torch; and
General Stationery (pens, markers).

Post Emergency
Post an emergency event, an investigation/debrief is required (report to be recorded in
MyOsh). The following steps are to be carried out:
•

Conduct Drug and Alcohol testing (for cause) on involved person/s.

•

Collect statements from involved person/s by appropriate supervisors.

•

Contact any relevant statutory authority and/or regulators and report event.

•

Organise scene clean-up subject to authorisation from the Site Manager, WorkCover,
etc.

•

Authorise work to recommence (TEC/Terminal Manager).

Post incident counselling shall also be instigated as required. Personnel directly or indirectly
involved with an emergency or traumatic situation are likely to be affected in some way. This
will often be on an emotional level and professional services will be required to assist
personnel through this difficult situation. Counselling can be arranged through Quattro Ports
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provider.

6.

Review of Emergency and Evacuation Plan
The Quattro Ports Emergency and Evacuation Plan QP-PKGT-S-PN-02 is regularly
reviewed by the following means:
•

Desktop review of plan (with Site Safety Committee) – every 2 years.

•

Post emergency debrief – after every emergency event.

•

Emergency & Evacuation exercises (can be conducted with external emergency
resources and/or stakeholders/neighbours) – every 12 months.

All identified corrective actions and/or improvements will be captured in MyOsh.
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Appendix 9 - Fumigation Trigger Action Response Management Plan (TARMP)
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FUMIGATION TRIGGER ACTION RESPONSE
MANAGEMENT PLAN (TARMP)

AUTOMATIC/MACHINE

MANUAL INTERVENTION

Sample taken from purging
silo

Is hourly
average flux
(g/s) > licence
limit?

Y

Purge Paused. Top valve
closed to atmosphere

PIRMP Activated. Safety of
site personnel ensured

Y

Close AirMakeup valve by
X % (refer algorithm)

Next sample closely
monitored to ensure flux
reduction

N

Is
instantaneous
flux (g/s) >
licence limit

N

Is
instantaneous
flux (g/s) >
85% of licence
limit

Y

Close AirMakeup valve by
Y % (refer algorithm)

N

Is
instantaneous
flux (g/s) > 50%
of licence limit

Maintain current AirMakeup
valve position
Y
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FUMIGATION TRIGGER ACTION RESPONSE
MANAGEMENT PLAN (TARMP)

AUTOMATIC/MACHINE

N

Is
instantaneous
flux (g/s) < 50%
of licence limit

Y

MANUAL INTERVENTION

Open AirMakeup valve by
Z % (refer algorithm)

Plant Control System – AirMakeup Valve Control Algorithm
AirMakeup Valve open (%)

Flux Reading (% of licence limit)

Between 0-20%

< 50%

Open by Z = 1%

>50%, <85%

Maintain valve position

>85%, <100%

Close by Y = 1%

>100%

Close by X = 35% for large silo
and X = 20% for small silo

< 50%

Open by Z = 5%

>50%, <85%

Maintain valve position

>85%, <100%

Close by Y = 5%

>100%

Close by X = 35% for large silo
and X = 20% for small silo

Between 21-100%

Valve Control
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Appendix 10 – Major Potential Pollutant Groups and Surrounding Area
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Appendix 10 – Major Potential Pollutant Groups and Surrounding Area
D

C

Quattro Ports Neighbours:
A PKCT
B GrainCorp
C AAT
D Auto Nexus
E Inner Harbour Port
Kembla

1
B

4 34
2

A

Quattro Ports Major
Potential Pollutants:
1 Fumigant (MeBr)
2 Waste Grain
3 Waste Oil
4 Chemical Stores

